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Abstract

In this paper, an ascheme is proposed for multiuser underwater acoustic communication by using the multi-chirp rate signals. It differs from the
well known TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), FDMA (Frequency Division Multiple Access) or CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access),
by assigning each users with different chirp-rate carriers instead of the time, frequency or PN code. Multi-chirp rate signals can be separated from
each other by FrFT (Fractional Fourier Transform), which can be regarded as the chirp-based decomposing, and superior to the match filter in the
underwater acoustic channel. VTRM (Virtual Time Reverse Mirror) is applied into the system to alleviate the ISI caused by the multipatch and
make the equalization more simple. Results of computer simulations and pool experiments prove that the proposed multiuser underwater acoustic
communication based on the multi-chirp rate exhibit well performance. Outfield experments carrie out in Xiamen Port show that using about
10 kHz bandwidth, four users could communicate at the same time with 425 bps with low BER and can match the UAC application.
Copyright © 2016 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Underwater acoustic channels are one of the most chal-
lenging channels on earch. The prominent characteristics of the
UWA channel are frequency e dependent path loss, multipath
propagation and low speed of sound (Chitre and Shahabudeen,
2008; Mustafa, 2013). Signals passing though it generate
nolinear outputs that lead to double selective fading. Chirp
signals, i.e., Linear Frequency Modulation (LFM) signals, has
good doppler tolerance. They are intentionally transmitted and
appliedwidely in synthetic aperture radar, synthetic aperture
sonar, doppler radar and sonar imaging.

In the field of communication, it is often used as the syn-
chronization signal and is rare to be used as carriers. Chirp

signal using as carriers for communication had been studied for
many years since 1962 (Winkley, 1962; Hata, 1966; Gott,
1966; Berni and Gregg, 1973; Bush et al., 1973). And till
1994, when Tsai Y et al. (Tsai and Chang, 1994) published the
article about Chirp spread spectrum system, the Chirp spread
spectrum technology was widely used. Currently, the modu-
lation method used in Chirp spread spectrum can be divided
into two categories, the Binary Orthogonal Keying (BOK) and
Direct Modulation (DM). The former is belonged to the
incoherent modulation (Pinkney et al., 1998) while the later is
the coherent one (Yoshihiko et al., 1998; Springer et al., 2001).
As a kind of spread spectrum signal, the chirps have more
advantage than the traditional signal especially in the under-
water acoustic channel with doppler shifting and the multipath
fading (Kebkal and Bannasch, 2002; He et al., 2009; Zhang and
Dong, 2013; Pan et al., 2015). Compared with the traditional
sine signal, chirp signals have the characteristic of multi-user
access if their parameters meet certain requirements.
Different Chirp-rates have orthogonality and can be used as
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multiple-access for different users. Based on these advantages,
some researchers are focus on how to design their signal
structure so as to improve its diversity ability for more users to
access. E.El-Khamyetal proposed an effective technology
called Multi-user Chirp Modulation (M-CM) (El-Khamy et al.,
1996). In literature. theoretical calculations and simulation
had shown that M-CM technology combined with FHSS
technologies could make the performance improve signifi-
cantly. To reduce the Multiple Access Interference (MAI),
furtherly literature (El-Khamy et al., 1999) proposed FH-
CDMA/M-CM system. The basic principle of FH-CDMA
was that a preferred set of orthogonal hopping codes was
assigned. Therefore, it could effectively reduce interference
between users and improve system performance. Literature
(Chen et al., 2010) demonstrated that multi-user detection by
using FFT could effectively reduce the MAI in a multi-user
environment. Compared to the matched filter demodulation
(De-MF), FRFT method would be 3 dB's drop in the bit error
rate, but do well in the filedwith the Doppler shift. Literature
(Zhao et al., 2010) proposed a scheme about the multiple chirp-
rate shift keying by using the FrFT (fractional Fourier trans-
form) to separate different users who was assigned as different
chirp rate. In 2015, a method called mixing-change rate along
with FrFT (MCR-FrFT) was proposed in literature (Cheng
et al., 2015), by using it, it would be easier for the multi-
chirp rate detection and improved the speed of user's access.

From above, we can see that chirp signals are time variant
signals whose instantaneous frequencies change linearly. So they
superior to the traditional Sin/Cos signals for having an addi-
tional DOF (degree of freedom), namely, the chirp rate. By using
the chirp rate as a division access, it will be convenient for
designing the multiuser communication systems. In 2014, the
authors' previous work have introduced a MulticarriereMultiple
Chirp Rate Shift Keying method in conference of Oceans (Cheng
et al., 2014) in brief. In this paper, the authors will continue the
structure and have more detail introduction about the method and
its experiments. The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2,
we will introduce the multi-chirp rate access and the MAI
reduction. Then in Section 3, the fractional Fourier transform
properties of chirp signals and their parameter will be discussed.
In Section 4, we will focuse on how to design the communication
system and analysis the error rate. Finally the scheme will be
verified in the underwater acoustic environments. And then the
analysis and summary would be discussed in the Final.

2. Multi-chirp rate access and MAI reduction

2.1. Multi-chirp rate modulation

In the traditional multiuser communication, such as TDMA,
FDMA or CDMA, each users are assigned an unique time

slope, frequency band or spreading sequence. Just as the binary
FSK employing signals with different frequencies, in the multi-
chirp rate modulation, the signals would be modulated by
different chirp rates. A LFM chirp whose frequency changed
linearly with time can be defined as follows:

sðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
�
t=t2r

�q
ej2pcðt=trÞ

2 ð1Þ

where c 2 R is the FM rate and tr ¼ 1 s is a reference time.
The instantaneous frequency (IF) is defined as fIF(t) ¼ 2ct, that
corresponding to a line in the TF plane with slope 2c. For
binary LFM chirp modulation, a positive FM rate is used to
represent bit 1 while the negative one is used to represent bit 0.
Thus, the transmitted baseband signal can be expressed as
sðt; IÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffi

2t
p

ej2pIct
2
; t2ð0;TÞ where I 2 ± 1 is the infor-

mation bit. Note that using simulations, we can show that most
of the signal spectrum is concentrated along the maximum
instantaneous frequency; thus, the signal's bandwidth is given
by Bc ¼ fIF(T) ¼ 2cT.

2.2. Choice of rates to reduce MAI

When multiple users transmit in the same time, an unique
FM rate will be assigned to each user so as to reduce theMultiple-
Access Interference (MAI). Since the IF of a LFM chirp
corresponding to a line in the TF plane, many LFM chirps with
different slopes for a given Time-Bandth product (TB) can be
included for the assignment. For example, for a N-user system,
the baseband transmission signals for the n th user are:

snðt; InÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
2t

p
ej2pIncnt

2

; t2½0;TÞ ð2Þ
for n ¼ 1,...,N, where cn is the FM rate assigned to User n, and
In 2 ±1 is the transmission bit. In order to minimize the MAI
between users, LFM Chirps will be assigned to the users by
minimizing the cross correlation between signals. Let‘s
consider User n and User n' are assigned LFM chirps sn(t;In)
and sn0 ðt;~In0 Þ for example, where In 2 ±1 and In02±1. The
cross correlation between the two users can be expressed by

Fsn;sn0
�
In;~In

�¼ 1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EsnEs

n'

p
ZT

0

snðt; InÞs�n0
�
t;~In0

�
dt

¼ ejpðIncn�~In0 cn0 ÞT2�sinc
��
Incn �~In0cn0

�
T2
� ð3Þ

where * denotes conjugation, Esn ¼
R T

0 jsnðt; InÞj2dt ¼ T2 is
the signal energy, and sincðxÞ ¼ sinðpxÞ=ðpxÞ. According to
the expression in Literature (Lahiri et al., 2015), the cross
correlation between the two users can finally be expressed as:
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Thus, using (4), we can design the FM rates of the LFM
chirps to reduce MAI given the symbol duration and the
transmission bandwidth. From the expression, it will be
concluded that the BT production can be assigned to reduce
the cross correlation which is fluctuated with the Fresnel in-
tegral. In general, if the cross correlation bellow 0.3, it will be
able to be regarded as uncorrelation. So, it is the way to reduce
the MAI by prolong the BT production.

3. Fractional Fourier Transform and channel estimation

3.1. FRFT transform

Fractional Fourier transform is widely used in signal
processing applications as it can be viewed as the chirp-basis
expansion directly from its definition, but essentially it can
be interpreted as a rotation in the time-frequency plane, i.e.
the unified time-frequency transform (Ozaktas et al., 1996).
A certain order of fractional Fourier transform of chirp is a
function, so the fractional Fourier transform has a good
focus for chirp signal. In addition, fractional Fourier trans-
form is a one-dimensional linear transformation, so it can
avoid cross-term than Wigner-Ville transform when dealing
with multi-component signals. Fractional Fourier transform
can expressed as

Eq. (5) shows that FRFT has the following properties:
8
>><

>>:

F0ðuÞ ¼ f ðuÞ
F1ðuÞ ¼ FðuÞ
F2ðuÞ ¼ f ð�uÞ
F3ðuÞ ¼ Fð�uÞ

ð6Þ

Chirp signal time domain expression for the plural form of
writing:

xðtÞ ¼ A exp
�
j
�
2pf0tþpkt2

�� ð7Þ

where f0 is the center frequency of chirp signal, k is the
chirp-rate and eT/2 � t � T/2. FRFT of chirp is shown as
follows:

XaðuÞ ¼ A
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� j cot a

p ZT=2

�T=2

�
jp
�ðkþ cot aÞt2

þ 2ðf0 � u csc aÞtþ u2 cot a
�	
dt

ð8Þ

We assume that p 2 [�1,1], While p ¼ 2 cot�1 (�k)/p, so
(4) can be rewritten:

XaðuÞ ¼ AT
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� j cot a

p
Sa½pðu csc a� f0ÞT �exp

�
jpu2 cot a

�

ð9Þ

By Eq. (9) we can see, p is determined by the modulation
frequency k, and the p-order FRFT domain optimal position is
determined by f0.

In digital signal process field, FRFT must be taken as
discrete fractional Fourier transform. Document elaborated
DFRFT algorithm, but the most striking is that H.M. Ozaktas

gives an algorithm for efficient and accurate computation of
the fractional Fourier transform. It is considered to be one of
the fastest computing numerical method which can use
Fourier transform to implement in order to reduce the
computational complexity, but need to dimensionless pro-
cessing. Then p ¼ �2arc cotðB=fsÞ=p, and the discrete
expression is as shown in Eq. (10), Dx ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DtDf
p

, Chirp
signal FRFT transform shown in Fig. 1.

Fp ¼

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:
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RpðuÞ ¼ A0xpðuÞ þ
XN

i¼1

Aixpðu� ti cos aÞexp
�
jpt2i sin a cos a

� j2puti sin a
�þNPðuÞ

ð11Þ

3.2. Chirp channel estimation

Assuming that transmit signal is x(t), and Gaussian noise of
channel is n(t), so channel impulse response can be written as
follow:

hðtÞ ¼ A0dðtÞ þ
XN�1

i¼1

Aidðt� tiÞ þ nðtÞ ð12Þ

After the FRFT operation, receiving signal can be
expressed as Eq. (12). From Eq. (12), we can see that different
delay will produce a series of pulse in the FRFT domain.

According to the time-shifting property of FRFT, it's easy to
get the relationship between delay and pulse spacing in FRFT
domain:

tN ¼ Dfu=cosv ð13Þ

t is the delay of two paths, a is a best rotation angle, Dfu is the
pulse spacing. Fig. 2 is a multipath channel impulse response
in time domain, and Fig. 3 shows a multipath signal FRFT
Chirp transform domain.

3.3. Virtual time reversal mirror (VTRM)

Virtual Time Reversal Mirror (VTRM) only needs to
receive without sending, through detecting the received signal
to estimate the channel impulse response, and receives the
information code just convolution with impulse response time
reversal, to achieve the virtual time reversal mirror. Select
Chirp as a transmission signal, after the multipath channel
pools do FRFT transformation can be obtained channel im-
pulse response. VTRM structure shown in Fig. 4.

4. Multi-user communication architecture

The order of FRFT p is only related with the chirp-ratek,
and the rule of distinguishing users is based on the different
order of chirp-rate, which is a kind of frequency diversity of
thought.

4.1. System architecture

As shown in Fig. 5, the sender synthesis waveform under
the control of the clock, each symbol time include two carriers
(up-chirp and down-chirp), each frame to send a certain length
of chirp signal as a training signal. Through the center fre-
quency of each carrier to carry different information, and to
distinguish the different user by chirp-rate.

The receiver as shown in Fig. 6, receive training signal can
obtain the impulse response of the channel by fractional
Fourier transform, and the message carried by these signals
after dealing with the VTRM first, demodulation up-chirp and
down-chirp under the control of the clock.

4.2. The selection of system parameters

For single-carrier chirp rate keying (CRK, Chirp Rate
Keying) communication, if the symbol time of chirp is Tc, the
zero-bandwidth of FRFT domain is j2 sin a=Tcj. So the
central frequency interval must meet the constraints that��f i0 þ f iþ1

0

�� � 2=Tc. Supposed that ki(i ¼ 1,...N) presents

chirp-rate, so the system can support multi-userFig. 2. CSI in time domain.

Fig. 3. Receiving data in FRFT domain.

Fig. 1. The p-order FRFT domain of chirp signal.
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communication by the set of ki. Assuming system bandwidth
isB,chirp-rate is ki (i ¼ 1,2, …,N). Then, it can be divided
into N users. By above knowable, to user i of time-domain
expressions can be expressed as type (14), where n is the
natural number, rem(x,y) means the remainder of x divided y,
and f mi is the central frequency of chirp while the chirp-rate is
±ki.For the first user, the first Nn þ 1 symbol time waveform
of slope ±k1 of the FM signal and the lower frequency
modulated signal is superimposed, the Nn þ 2 symbols on the
time waveform of slope ±k2 of the FM signal and the lower
frequency modulated signal is superimposed and so on.

For multi-user communication, in one symbol time, other
users for the user corresponds to the currently detected inter-
ference term. Hypothesis 4 a user communication, its FRFT
transform such as type (15).

where Ai ¼ jpðki þ cot aÞ Bi ¼ j2pðf0i � u csc aÞ, T is the
symbol duration of Chirp signal. ki is the slope of the rest of
the user's Chirp signal. f0i is the center of the corresponding
frequency. In MP(u), the first said that the current user testing,
the second is the interference of other three users.

4.3. Specific implementation and analysis

We consider a MC-MCrSK system with bandwidth
B ¼ 10 kHz (20 kHze30 kHz), and the symbol time
Tc ¼ 20 ms, numbers of user is 4, the ranges of sweep are
2 kHz, 4 kHz, 6 kHz, 8 kHz respectively, and��f iþ1
0 � f i0

�� ¼ 3=Tc ¼ 150Hz. The bandwidth's allocation could
be expressed as Fig. 7. For Chirp signal B ¼ 2 kHz, 8 kHz
bandwidth resources can be allocated, similarly sweep width
of 4 KHz 6 kHz, 8 kHz, respectively, there are 6 kHz, 4 kHz,
2 kHz bandwidth can be allocated. If the Chirp signal for a
2 kHz, center frequency range is 21 kHze29 kHz; Similarly to
the 4 kHZ bandwidth, 6 kHz and 8 kHz signal, the change of
the center frequency range respectively is 22 kHze28 kHz,
23 kHze27 kHz and 24 kHze26 kHz. For 2 kHz signal
bandwidth, thenP8KHz=150HzR ¼ 53. When the time interval

is 150 Hz up to enumerate 53 different Chirp signal
(25 < 53 < 26), that is, a carrier can carry 5bit information.
Similarly for bandwidth 4 kHz, signal 6 kHz, 8 kHz each
carrier respectively carry 5bit, 4bit, 3bit information.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of VTRM.

Fig. 5. Block diagram of Multicarrier-multiple chirp-rate key sender.

SiðtÞ ¼

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

P1

m¼0

cos
�
2pf mi þpð�1Þmkremði;NÞt2

�
nNT � t � ðnN þ 1ÞT

P1

m¼0
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�
2pf mi þpð�1Þmkremðiþ1;NÞt

2
� ðnN þ 1ÞT � t � ðnN þ 2ÞT

:::
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m¼0

cos
�
2pf mi þpð�1ÞmkremðiþN�1;NÞt

2
� ðnN þN � 1ÞT � t � ðnþ 1ÞNT

ð14Þ

MPðuÞ ¼ AT
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� j cot a

p
exp

�
jpu2 cot a

�
Sa½pðf0 � u csc aÞ�

þA
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� j cot a

p
2

X3

i¼1

j

ffiffiffiffiffi
p
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exp



� B2

i

4Ai
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erf

�
jðBi � TAiÞ

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
Ai

p
�
� erf

�
jðBi þ TAiÞ

2
ffiffiffiffiffi
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p
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Each symbol time by the upper and lower sweep two-
carriers, the average single-user of each information symbol

is carrying 2�ð5þ5þ4þ3Þ
4 ¼ 8:5bit=symbol. Since each symbol

duration of 20 ms, namely baud rate is 1/20 ms ¼ 50 Baud, the
communication rate is 8.5 � 50 ¼ 425 bps. The average SNR

gain is 10lgðBTÞ ¼ 20dB.The Fig. 8 shown the scheme has a
good anti-noise performance.

5. Experiments and discussion

5.1. Outfield water-tank experiments

The environment of experiment is the No.2 water-tank of
Xiamen University. It is a non-anechoic tank with the size
22.89 m*5.18 m and the multipath phenomenon is quite
significant. The sender and the receiver position as shown in
Fig. 9. Because the pool of multipath time delay in
10 mse30 ms, we choose the duration of the 50 ms Chirp as
the training signal, after a multipath channel serious pool do
FRFT transform, as shown in Fig. 10. According to the type
(12) to estimate the channel impulse response function, can
be used according to the impulse response obtained VTRM
for processing of received signal. As shown in Fig. 11 (a) is
the original photo; (b) is the receiving photos without
VTRM whose bit error rate is 0.91%; (c) is the receiving
photos with VTRM whose bit error rate is 0.13%. From the

photos received, we can see that the system has good
reliability.

As shown in Fig. 12, from (a) we can see that original data
with up-chirp and down-chirp will be get two pulses after do
FRFT processing. As the multipath phenomenon of the water-
tank is quite serious, the FRFT domain will get a series of
pulses, and it will lead to false judgment as (b). And (c) shows
the VTRM technology can increase the SNR and decrease the
impact of multipath phenomenon.

Fig. 13 shows the Interference of multi-user communica-
tions in FRFT domain when sample rate is 90 KHz and

Fig. 8. BER and numbers of users.

Fig. 9. Water-tank of Xiamen University.

Fig. 10. Impulse respond in Pools.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the receiver.

Fig. 7. Relationship between chirp-rate and signal band width.
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symbol duration time is 20 ms. As different user has different
chirp-rate in a symbol time, so other user will be regarded as
noise in FRFT domain when one of user doing FRFT. Ac-
cording to the figure, when the test user 1, user 1 has good
focus, its peak peak significantly greater than other users, so as
to verify the feasibility of the scheme.

5.2. Sea channel test

To test the reliability of the scheme in the outfield, the
authors have done the experiment in Xiamen wuyuan bay. The
map of the outfield can be shown in Fig. 14, whose sending
and receiving distance is about 550 m. The launch electric

Fig. 11. Sender and received images.

Fig. 12. Sender and received images.

Fig. 13. Interference of multi-user communication

Fig. 14. Interference of multi-user communication
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power is about 80 w. Fig. 15 is one section of the receiving
signal. Its synchronous convolution is Fig. 16. We can see
from Fig. 16 about the channel impulse response. There are
about three main clusters about the multi-path at about 2 ms,
5 ms, and 10 ms.

The PSD (Power Spectral Density) of the received signals
have been shown in Fig. 17. It can be seen that after passing
through the underwater acoustic channel, the PSD of the

sending signals will have about 50 dB/kHz’s loss (from max.
�32 dB/kHz to max. �82 dB/kHz). And the VTRM can bring
about 10 dB/kHz's improvement (from max. �82 dB/kHz to
max. �72 dB/kHz). Fig. 18 show the demodulation in FrFT
domains for one of the multi-users. After the VTRM pro-
cessing, the impulse stems in FrFT domain have been com-
pressed to the central which make it easier for the system to
find out the match user comparing with the non-VTRM one.
Fig. 19 shows the receiving image from the experiments. By
using the VTRM, it can bring about an order of magnitude of
the BER.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a scheme of multiuser chirp modulation for
underwater acoustic channel based on VTRM was proposed.
The scheme can be summarized as three main features.
Firstly, the scheme takes good use of the unique features of
chirp signal into the multiuser underwater acoustic commu-
nications. The simulations and experiments all show its
feasibility in dealing with the multiuser communication via
multipath channels. Secondly, the authors proposed a method
that used different time slot to allocate different chirp-rates
for different users. By doing this way, the chirp-rate can be
reused dynamically and make each user has almost the same
bitrate and bandwidth efficiency in average. Thirdly, VTRM
& FrFT are implemented to the scheme to improve the per-
formance. Experiments show that the VTRM can improve
about 10 dB/kHz gain of the PSD and make the FrFT after it
easier to separate different user's chirp carrier. The scheme
can support at least four users and 425 bps per user in the
total 10 kHz bandwidth. It has good resistance to multipath
capability, and can be used to improved the bandwidth uti-
lization compared with the tradictional Chirp-BOK and so
on. But due to time delay in the FrFT domain, it is also
susceptible to the synchronization. And VTRM need accurate
channel estimation which also need to be studied in the
further. After all, the scheme shows a new way for multiuser
underwater acoustic communication which differ from the
traditional one and can be easy to be implementd into a
simple hardware system.

Fig. 17. PSD of the sending & receiving signals.

Fig. 15. Synchronous signal of R.X.

Fig. 16. Sea channel impulse response.
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